


Welcome to Sihl Delta 

An artist residency and
exhibition space 

in a former paper factory 
in Zürich, Switzerland. 















Founded in 2021, the artist residency Sihl Delta offers artists 
a quiet space in the vibrant surroundings of a shopping mall – 
an unusual but very inspiring working environment! 
Sihl Delta is located on the first floor of a brick building dating from 
1886 and consists of two spaces: The first room with its tall, steel 
frame window evokes the building’s industrial past. Where workers 
manually processed paper in former days, today, the studio 
doubles as an exhibition space. The second room is more reclusive, 
and bears witness to the space’s last use: From 2007 until 2019, 
the rooms functioned as a non-denominational church whose offices 
were furnished with the wall-to-wall cupboards now generating 
the slightly bureaucratic but meditative atmosphere of the 
second room. 

Today, Sihl Delta provides artists working in different media 
with space and time for developing their artistic practice. At the 
same time, Sihl Delta and its exhibitions and events aim to bring 
contemporary art to Sihlcity – serving as a trap door for visitors 
of the shopping mall, offering unexpected discoveries in a world 
designed for consumption and amusements.

Artists can apply for the residency either alone or as a pair 
and are invited to stay four to ten months, more information will 
follow soon. 



→ Subscribe to our newsletter 



→ Follow us on instagram



Currently in residence

Past

Valle Medina  + Benjamin Reynolds

Yumna Al-Arashi
Virigina Ariu 



Past exhibitions

“presents presents”
11.–12.11.22 

“Corporate Sex”
11.–26.03.22

“Excuse me the mess”
18.–09.10.21



Sihl Delta
presents presents

11. Dez, 12–22 Uhr
12. Dez, 11–17 Uhr 

Yumna Al-Arashi
Cristian Andersen

Virginia Ariu 
Beni Bischof

Michael Bodenmann 
Anja Braun

Selina Baumann
Patrick Cipriani

Céline Ducrot
Ramon Feller

Corinne Futterlieb
Yann Gross

Alex Hanimann 
Christian Hörler 
Tobias Kaspar

Pierre Kellenberger
Noha Mokthar 

Reto Müller
Barbara Signer
Jules Spinatsch

Adam Thompson
Dorian Sari

Valentina Stieger
Lucas Uhlmann

(Δ)











Corporate Sex
11.–26.03.22
Works by Liryc Dela Cruz
and Semuel Lala
Organised by Virginia Ariu

At the close of her stay at Sihl Delta, 
current resident artist Virginia Ariu invites 
artists Liryc Dela Cruz and Semuel Lala
to present their works at Sihl Delta.
In the show, Liryc Dela Cruz is presenting
a video and some photos to create a 
dialogue on erotic care and hospitality,
aspects that emanate from his work
and relationships with lovers. Semuel
Lala’s work, on the other hand, articulates 
dialogue formally: framed prints depict
other printed products, drawing out an
indexical map of a desired urban
belonging, both in image and poetry.
Following a text-based pathway, 
the works in the show explore the intimate 
dimensions that cross poetry, literature 
and private conversations.

Opening hours:
Thursday, March 10, 5 p.m.
Friday, March 11, 12–6 p.m.
Sunday, March 13, 12–6 p.m.
Sunday, March 20, 12–6 p.m.

Liryc Dela Cruz

Lovers, Strangers and Other
Celestial Beings
Video 40 mins. / color
KM 0 Superlove
100 x 56 cm
Photo on transparent acetate
Altri territori
15.2 x 9.3 cm
Photo

Semuel Lala

Untitled (Frames 2, Tirana Kyoto)
Two pieces
13.7 x 16.4 cm and 20.5 x 9.9 cm
Found images, printed in situ, framed
Front Matter Dead Souls Companion Text
Five pieces
dimensions variable
Poetry excerpts









Excuse me the mess
19.9.– 6.10.2021
Eine Ausstellung mit
Virginia Ariu, Shelly Nadashi 
und Antek Walczak

Virginia Ariu, Excuse me the Mess,
2021, Plexiglass, Inkjet Prints ??

Shelly Nadashi, A Hidden Quiet Pocket,
2014, HD Video,19:25 min, Farbe, Ton

Antek Walczak, Dynasty,
1998, Video, 49:52 min, Farbe, Ton

Deine Erzählung, meine Erzählung, Virginias
Erzählung, Shellys Erzählung, Anteks
Erzählung, die Erzählung der Leserin und
Betrachterin – alle erzählen Geschichten
über diese Ausstellung, jede:r eine andere,
und gemeinsam ist ihnen ihre
Unterschiedlichkeit. Nicht frei von der Form
der Ausstellung, mit Sensibilität, Geschichten, 
die das Wesen der Erzähler:innen spiegeln,
und vielleicht aus einer Laune heraus – 
vielleicht mit Sinn für Humor. 

Beginnen wir mit dem Phänomen der
Erzählung selbst: Jemand erzählt jemandem
eine Geschichte, die nicht der Realität 
entsprechen muss. Vor allem nicht: der 
gleichen Realität entsprechen kann, da die
Wahrnehmung einer Erzählung 
unterschiedlich ist. Eine dynamische Abfolge 
von Buchstaben, Wörtern und Sätzen, die ein
Bild, einen Gegenstand oder eine Handlung 
versuchen zu umschreiben. Die Reihenfolge
der Erzählung verschiebt sich immer wieder,
da die Erzählung bei den Zuhörenden nicht
das Gleiche auslöst. Niemals die gleichen
Bilder hervorruft. Eine Erzählung ist mündlich,
handschriftlich, gedruckt oder digital, immer
in Bewegung. 

Dasselbe gilt für die Beschreibung eines
Bildes. Obwohl zwei Personen das gleiche
Material, seine Beschaffenheit sehen,
gestalten sie bildlich wie sprachlich
die Erzählung darüber jeweils anders.
Die Erzählung über das Bild lässt keine
Rückschlüsse über die erzählende Person zu. 
Das fängt damit an, wenn zum Beispiel 
jemand farbenblind ist und rot und grün nicht
unterscheiden kann, sie als braun
wahrnimmt. Es gibt sprachliche wie visuelle
Formen der Erzählung, das Abbild der Form
ist aber nicht dieselbe Erzählung. Eine 
scheinbar unwichtige oder mündliche
Erzählung hat meist mehr Kraft als eine mit
Symbolen überladene Geschichte.









Your story, my story, Virginia’s story, 
Shelly’s story, Antek’s story, the story 
of the reader, the story of the viewer— 
everyone tells stories about this exhibi-
tion, each different, and the only thing 
they share is their differences. These 
stories belong to the exhibition, are full 
of sensibility, maybe witty, mirroring 
the narrator’s character and developed 
on a whim.

Let us start with the phenomenon of 
narration itself: someone tells someone 
else a story—a narrative that does 
not necessarily correspond to reality. 
Indeed, no story can belong to one 
reality because every story is perceived 
differently—a dynamic succession of 
letters, words, and sentences, trying to 
describe an object or a plot. The narra-
tive’s chronology gets realigned again 
and again because the story elicits a 
different reaction in every listener, never 
evoking the same images. Every narra-
tion is in motion—oral, written, printed, 
or digital.

The same goes for the description of an 
image. Though two people might see 
the same material object, they form their 
stories about the image differently on 
both the verbal and visual levels. Alone, 
the story of an image does not permit 
conclusions about the storyteller; some-
one who is, for example, colorblind and 
unable to differentiate red from green 
would perceive and describe them 
as brown. There are verbal and visual 
forms of storytelling, but even copying 
an object’s appearance would not result 
in the same story. A seemingly unim-
portant or verbal tale most often is more 
powerful than a story over-fraught with 
symbols.

Virginia Ariu
Excuse me the mess
2021, plexiglass, inkjet prints, 
size variable.

Shelly Nadashi
A Hidden Quiet Pocket
2014, color, sound, HD video, 
19:25 min.

Antek Walczak
Dynasty
1998, color, sound, video, 
49:52 min.

Translations reveal another facet of 
a story. An English translation cannot 
be the same as a German text, and 
translating one language into another 
shows what language cannot achieve. 
Differences and contradictions inherent 
in a language are disgorged and even 
the inability to name them.

The artworks’ narratives in this exhibition 
take on different forms and thereby 
show some of the possibilities of story-
telling. What possibilities are these? 
One is to describe the visible and the 
invisible; what we see also reveals what 
we do not see. A folding screen blocks 
our view, seduces us to try to decipher 
the motif, but in doing so, makes us feel 
like voyeurs. The folding screen turns 
into a game directed by the artist; the 
view is opaque and blurry. The attempt 
to observe the visible, to discover what 
lies behind, turns into a shapeshifting 
story whose appearance might be 
deceiving.

Another case of storytelling focuses 
on the dialog between a masseuse and 
her client. There are only two protago-
nists, with no elaborate stage or decor. 
Advice and desire are physically and 
verbally massaged in, resulting in a 
chamber drama based on the conver-
sation between the two women. 
Added to this is a voice-over narration; 
we do not see the speaker, only hear 
them. Muttering, tongue-clicking, or with 
a clear voice, we hear their story, 
showing us where the plot might lead. 
The voice seems to be all-knowing.

In these different stories, we might seek 
the resistance, the dilemma, and we 
take on different roles, adopting the per-

spectives of the performers. The artist 
observes us and maneuvers our move-
ments, and then there are the mas-
seuse and her client themselves—the 
jeune-filles connected in four stories 
relayed by the offscreen voice.

What happens with our narration in the 
end? By being made transparent, it is 
open to being retold. At the least, stories 
can briefly initiate a thought or feeling, 
even if they are fleeting and quickly 
disappear.

Curated by Nadja Schmid

1 The approach to text follows Susan 
 Sontag’s «Against Interpretation» 
 (1964).



Sihl Delta is curated by
Sebastian Stadler &
Sarah Wiesendanger,
in collaboration with
guest curators
Designs by Studio 
Martina Perrin

Contact
→ info@sihldelta.ch

Sihl Delta 
Artist Residency
Kalanderplatz 6
8045 Zürich

Follow
→ @sihldelta
→ Newsletter
→ sihldelta.ch




